ORIGIN STORY

part one

So, you might be wondering, "Why Sugar Plum Sapphic?" I'll tell you. I play piano, and one of my favourite pieces is The Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy. However, "fairy" is slang for "a gay man" and I am neither. Hence, "sapphic" replaces "fairy" and my gender is restored and my love of women celebrated. Thank you.

Similarly, you might be pondering why someone would call themselves "One Kidney Bean"... An interesting fact about me is that I was born with only one kidney! Also, I'm plant-based so I eat a lot of kidney beans. Also also I refer to people as beans. Yes, it's a pun.

part two
SLANG FROM THE ROARING 20s WE SHOULD BRING BACK FOR THE SCREAMING 20s (2020–29)

1. Bearcat
   a lively, spirited woman

2. Cancelled stamp
   a shy, lanky female, a wallflower

3. Choice bit of calice
   a desirable woman

4. Sheba
   someone’s girlfriend or a sexually desirable woman

5. Bank’s closed!
   what you tell someone to stop making out

6. Jake (adjective)
   okay, fine e.g. “everything’s jake”

7. Egg
   a person who leads an absurdly wealthy, extravagant lifestyle

8. Tomato
   a woman

9. Ossified
   drunk

10. Splifficated
    inebriated

11. Zozzled
    shitfaced

[My personal favourite:
12. Noodle juice
    tea.]
This zine was produced on the stolen land of the Buneroong people of the Kulin nations. Their sovereignty was never ceded.